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Abstract
The Fundamental Duties listed in Part IV- A of the Constitution of India under
Article 51-A were added by the 42nd Constitution (Amendment) Act, 1976. These
duties are non-justifiable, non-enforceable and propose a Code of Conduct that
installs a sense of moral responsibility and patriotism among citizens. They are a
continuing reminder of national goals and install a sense of social responsibility
among the citizens. However, in contemporary times, the fundamental duties are
constantly ignored by citizens. Though fundamental duties are incorporated under
several statutes and legislation that makes their adherence mandatory, in general,
their level of awareness remains poor. With the help of case laws, the paper will
highlight that democracy cannot establish deep roots in society until the citizens
don’t complement fundamental rights with their fundamental duties. This paper
infers that effective implementation of fundamental duties requires devising a due
mechanism for preventing them from becoming redundant.
Keywords: Fundamental Duties, Non-Justifiable and Non-Enforceable, Preservation of Democracy,
Relevance of Duties

“Do not ask what the country can do for you but ask what you can do for the country.”
Introduction
The Indian constitution under Articles
12-35 deal with Fundamental Rights
(hereinafter FR). These inviolable rights

Including- right to Equality (Article 14 to 18),
right to Freedom (Article 19 to 22), right against
exploitation (Article 23 and 24), right to freedom
of religion (Article 25 to 28), Cultural and
1

John. F. Kennedy

are granted to the citizens of India.1
Commenting on the FR in case of State

of Rajasthan & Ors. v. Union of India2 the
concept of "legal right" was observed to
be a correlative of legal duties. They are
Educational rights (Article 29 to 30) and Right to
Constitutional remedies (Article 32).
2
1977 AIR 1361, 1978 SCR (1) 1.
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interests which the law protects by

contain

imposing

on

concerning them. Inspired by the concept

others. Both rights and duties are two

of FD by the USSR (now Russia), it had

sides of the same coin that must co-exist

been added by the 42nd Constitution

as rights without duties will lead to

(Amendment) Act, 1976 listed in Part IV-

anarchy. In 1976, the Swaran Singh

A of the Constitution of India as Article

Committee

that

51A.4 Originally, there were ten FD of the

Fundamental Duties (hereinafter FD)

citizens. Later the 86th amendment

must be incorporated in the constitution

added on more duties.5

corresponding

duties

recommended

so that the citizens are conscious of their
duties towards the country. It suggested
the inclusion of a separate chapter under
the heading of FD. Later, the Justice
Varma Committee constituted in 1998
suggested the incorporation of various
provisions in laws for implementation of
FD.3

one

or

more

provisions

As per Article 37, FD are non-justifiable,
non-enforceable and propose a Code of
Conduct that installs a sense of moral
responsibility and feeling of patriotism
among the citizens. They are a constant
reminder of national goals and install
a deep sense of social responsibility and
a sense of commitment among all

Not only India but the constitutions of

towards the protection of a free society.

just about all the countries like the USSR,

They function as a warning against every

China, Italy, Poland, Tunisia, Japan,

kind of anti-national and antisocial

Canada, Australia, French, Yugoslavia

activity like burning the national flag and

Under Indian Penal Code, The Representation of
People Act of 1951, Protection of Civil Rights Act
(1955), the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act of
1967, the Wildlife (Protection) Act of 1972, The
Forest (Conservation) Act of 1980 was
implemented which provides for indiscriminate
deforestation and diversion of forest land for
non-forest purpose.
4
Article 51 A: (a) to abide by the Constitution
and respect its ideals and institutions, the
National Flag and the National Anthem; (b) to
cherish and follow the noble ideals which
inspired our national struggle for freedom; (c) to
uphold and protect the sovereignty, unity and
integrity of India; (d) to defend the country and
render national service when called upon to do
so; (e) to promote harmony and the spirit of
common brotherhood amongst all the people of
India transcending religious, linguistic and

regional or sectional diversities; to renounce
practices derogatory to the dignity of women; (f)
to value and preserve the rich heritage of our
composite culture; (g) to protect and improve the
natural environment including forests, lakes,
rivers and wild life, and to have compassion for
living creatures; (h) to develop the scientific
temper, humanism and the spirit of inquiry and
reform; (i) to safeguard public property and to
abjure violence;
(j) to strive towards excellence in all spheres of
individual and collective activity so that the
nation constantly rises to higher levels of
endeavour and achievement.”
5
Provide opportunities for education to his child
or ward between the age of six and fourteen
years. This duty was added by the 86th
Constitutional Amendment Act, 2002.

3
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destroying public property. They assist

Flag and National Anthem. Constitution

the

is the supreme law of the land and its

courts

when

deciding

the

(Justice,

Liberty,

Equality,

constitutional validity of a law.6 They are

Preamble

the economic and social responsibilities

Fraternity) and Article contains the ideals

of all citizens. Unfortunately, people tend

and its basis that every citizen must

to ignore duties and take them with a

respect. The

pinch of salt. The bulk of the citizens are

Constitution ie: Executive, Legislature

unaware of their existence under the

and Judiciary resolve the grievances of

Constitution.

their citizens.7 In negation to this FD,

An evaluation of fundamental duties in
the present times

three

arms

of

the

people resolve their dispute by taking
the law into their hands. Several laws are
made to prevent the improper use of the

The FD start with a command that – “it

national flag and national anthem,

shall be the duty of every citizen of

punishes any disrespect towards them

India”. Making

and instruct about the correct usage of

it

mandatory

and

obligatory upon the citizens to observe

display

them. from among them Clause (a)- to

disrespect the National Flag and the

abide by the Constitution and respect its

National Anthem and debate if they

ideals and institutions, the National Flag,

should stand when the national anthem

and the National Anthem; states that the

is played or sung.9

National Flag was adopted by the
national assembly of India on 22 July
1947, the foremost duty of every citizen
is to abide by the Constitution and
respect its ideals, institutions, National

See: Vishaka v. State of Rajasthan, AIR 1997 SC
3011, M.C. Mehta (II) v. Union of India & Ors.,
(1998) 1 SCC 471, Rural Litigation and
Entitlement Kendra & Ors. v. State of Uttar
Pradesh & Ors., (1986) Supp. SCC 517, Mohan
Kumar Singhania & Ors. v. Union of India & Ors.,
(1992) Supp.1 SCC 594, U.P. v. Yamuna Shanker
Misra & Anr., (1997) 4 SCC 7, Avinash Mehrotra
v. Union of India, (2009) 6 SCC 398
6

of the national flag.8 They

The ideals envisaged in Clause (b)- to

cherish and follow the noble ideals which
inspired

our

freedom are

national
crucial.

struggle
For

for

freedom,

thousands of people sacrificed their lives.
The Emblem and Names (Prevention of
improper use) Act,1950; Flag Code of India; The
Prevention of Insults to National Honour Act,
1971 prescribes a punishment of up to 3 years
of imprisonment or fine or both if a citizen
violates the rules to honour the national flag or
the national anthem.
9
See Bijoe Emmanuel v. the State of
Kerala (1986) 3 SCC 615; Karan Johar v. Union
of India (2004) 5 SCC 127.
8

Representation to the concerned authorities,
Writ under Article 226 and 32 of the
Constitution.
7
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There is a long list of laws framed

sovereignty

according to these noble ideals. A

reasonable restrictions are permitted on

communal organization can be declared

freedom of speech and expression under

an

Article

unlawful

association

under

the

and

19(2)

of

integrity

the

of

India,

Fundamental

Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act of

Rights. But the separatist tendencies are

1967.

the

on the rise and all-round misuse of

Representation of People Act of 1951

freedom of speech and expression is

and section 123 (3) and 3(A), anyone

rampant. India is inhabited by people

soliciting votes on religion, promoting

belonging to different castes, languages,

feelings of enmity or hatred between

and religions.

Under

section

8A

of

different classes on religion, race, caste,
community or language are disqualified
from the membership of parliament and
state legislation. But these noble ideals
are disregarded.

Clause (e)- to promote harmony and the
spirit of common brotherhood amongst
all the people of India transcending
religious, linguistic and regional or
sectional

diversities;

to

renounce

The Clause (c)- to uphold and protect the

practices derogatory to the dignity of

sovereignty, unity and integrity of

women; mandates the citizens to rise

India; obligates the citizens to uphold

above their cultural differences and strive

these fundamental principles. The Indian

towards

Penal Code protects the sovereignty and

Various laws are passed that punish

integrity of India.10 Any inflammatory

practices derogatory to the dignity of

speech, conduct that seeks to destroy or

women12 but communal violence, lack of

damage

common

assertions
integration,

unity,

Imputations

prejudicial
statements

to
or

and

national
reports

removing

their

brotherhood,

prejudices.

growing

intolerance, Derogatory Practices against
women

are

continuing.

One

must

containing alarming news which tend to

remember that freedom of speech does

promote enmity is punishable under its

not mean making a seditious statement.

various

sections.11 Under

the

constitution, in the interests of the
Chapter VI of the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
relating to offences against the State.
11
Section- 124 A, 153-A, 153-B, 505 (2) of the
IPC.
12
The Protection of Civil Rights Act (1955)
punishes offences related to caste and religion.
10

Section 295, 295A, 296, 297, 298, 354
offences related to religion. Criminal Law
(Amendment)Act, 2013 changes wrt crimes
against women section 354A, 354B, 354C and
354-D added.
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In Clause (f)- to value and preserve the

pollution. People throw garbage on the

rich

composite

road, large-scale denudation of forests

culture; composite culture means culture

for development has dis-balanced the

drawn from many strands. We must take

nature evident in the form of various

inspiration from the past and pass that

calamities.

learning on to future generations. The

exhaustive attention.14

heritage

of

our

values like achieving excellence in all
spheres by contributing to every field of
operation. However, the youth is copying
western

ideas

that

are

adversely

impacting their mind creativity and
values.

Monuments,

pieces

of

art,

temples, mausoleums, gardens, statues
and paintings must be protected by the
citizen but despite laws, there is a
general apathy concerning the repairing
and cleaning of these heritages.13 People

This

duty

has

received

Clause (h) to develop the scientific
temper, humanism and the spirit of
inquiry and reform; requires that the
citizens

must

develop

“Scientific

temper”, “spirit of inquiry”, “Humanism”.
Scientific

temper

means

organized

knowledge and experience based on
reason. The words used in this duty are
often criticized for being unclear and
difficult to interpret.

harm heritage sites, scribble words on

Clause (i)- to safeguard public property

the walls of these monuments, break

and to abjure violence; is a frequently

each other's places of worship, set fire to

violated duty. Unfortunately, we see

religious texts.

senseless violence and the destruction of

If we look at Clause (g)- to protect and

improve

the

natural

environment

including forests, lakes, rivers, and
wildlife, and to have compassion for
living
protect

creatures; every
and

improve

citizen
the

must
natural

environment. The growing menace of
pollution and environmental degradation
is leading to severe effects on air & water

public property. During strikes or rallies,
arson, rioting, vandalism is common with
the targeting of public property. Though
we have the Prevention of Damage to
Public Property Act, 1984 that provides
a five-year jail term and a fine or both,
the identification of protestors remains
difficult.

Clause (j)- to strive towards excellence in
all spheres of individual and collective

The Ancient Monuments Preservation Act,
1904 mandates the preservation of objects of
archaeological historical or artistic interest.
13

The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, The
Wildlife (Protection) Act of 1972, The Forest
(Conservation) Act of 1980.
14
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activity so that the nation constantly rises

Establishing

to higher levels of endeavour and

fundamental duties through case laws

achievement mandates to strive towards
excellence. It is the demand of times and
a basic requirement in these highly
competitive times. Best will survive with
respect for professional obligations and
excellence. Whatever task we take up our
effort should be to achieve excellence
which is the secret of all developments
and demands of the current times.
However, corruption is high and there is
deterioration in work consciousness.

the

importance

of

In the case of Chandra Bhavan Boarding

and Lodging, Bangalore v. The State of
Mysore and Anr,16 pointing

at

the

relevance of FR, the court stated that it is
a fallacy to think that Constitution
mentions only rights and no duties.
Under Part IV, the legislatures and the
Government can impose various duties
on the citizens that are kept elastic and
dependent on the implementation level
of the directive principles. Provision of

The last Clause(k)- Provide opportunities

Article 51-A was regarded as consistent

for education to his child or ward

with Article 29(1) of the Universal

between the age of 6-14 years. (Added

Declaration of Human Rights. Every

by the 86th Constitutional Amendment

citizen,

Act,

Servant need to be more conscious

2002) imposes

parents/guardians

a

to

duty

ensure

on
basic

education for their children. Section 10
of the Right to Free and Compulsory
Education Act, 2009 imposes a duty on
the parents and guardians to admit their
children to elementary education in the
neighbourhood school. We have Child
Labour laws, but young children are
employed in hazardous jobs and work as
domestic help (children between 14-17
are

engaged

comprising

in

62.8%

hazardous

work

of

child

India’s

particularly

the

Government

about the FD.
In West Bengal Headmasters Association

& Ors. v. Union of India and Ors.,17 the
court observed that the rights which can
be claimed, and a duty that must be
performed, are different from each other.
Citizens are required to perform their
duties irrespective of the state equipping
them

towards

In Dasarathi

their

v. State

performance.
of Andhra

labour).15
Save the Children India. (2017) “Statistics of
Child Labour in India State Wise”.
15

16
17

1970 AIR 2042, 1970 SCR (2) 600
AIR 1983 Cal 448
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Pradesh,18

the

court

stressing

the

stated that discharge of effluents in

importance of Article 51(A)(J) stated that

water pollutes the environment. It is the

rewarding sycophancy only helps to

FD of the citizens to protect and improve

retard the growth of efficiency and

the natural environment. The notice

excellence.

issued by the Municipal Commissioner is

In the case of Sachidananda Pandey v.

State

of

West

Bengal

&

Ors,19 commenting on the menace of
uncontrolled growth of environmental
deterioration, the Court stated that
whenever it is called upon to give effect
to the DPSP and the FD, it should not
shrug its shoulders and say that priorities
are a matter of policy and so it is a matter
for the policy-making authority. The
Court

may

examine

if

appropriate

consideration was borne in mind and
irrelevancies excluded. In Rural Litigation

and Entitlement v. State of Uttar Pradesh
and

Ors.,20 banning

their FD. He cannot assert their rights to
carry on business is absolute freedom
without

incurring

any

obligation.

In Vellore Citizens Welfare Forum vs.

Union of India22 the Supreme Court
recognized ‘the Precautionary Principle,
‘the Polluter Pays’ principle as essential
features of ‘sustainable development’
and part of environment law of the
country provided under Articles 21 and
51-A(g). There are several cases, in which
the Supreme Court has considered the
importance of FD as a rule of law.23

mining

Again, the apex court in the case

court

of Mohan Kumar Singhania and Ors. etc.

appreciated the efforts made towards

v. Union of India and Ors.,24 observed

the preservation of the environment and

that as

ecological balance. It commented that

Government should make efforts and

government and every citizen have a

give

social obligation under Article 51A(g).

programme of the selectees in the higher

operations

under

FD,

the

merely a reminder to the petitioners of

the

In Abhilash Textile and Ors. Etc. v. The

Rajkot Municipal

Corporation,21 court

AIR: 1985 AP 136
1987 AIR 1109, 1987 SCR (2) 223
20
AIR 1987 SC 359, 1986 (2) SCALE 1083,
1986 Supp (1) SCC 517, 1987 1 SCR 641, 1987
(1) UJ 132 SC.
21
[1988] AIR 1988 Guj 57.
22
(1996) 5 SCC 647.
18
19

per

Article

importance

to

51-A
the

(j),

the

training

civil service confirms. In Bijoe Emmanuel

& Ors v. State of Kerala & Ors,25 the court

In Vellore Citizens’ Welfare Forum v. Union of
India. (1996) 5 SCC 647 & M.C. Mehta (Badkhal
and Surajkund Lakes Matter) v. Union of India,
(1997) 3 SCC 715
24
1992 AIR, 1 1991 SCR Supl. (1) 46.
25
1987 AIR 748, 1986 SCR (3) 518
23
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held that one needs to abide by the

obligation towards the Nation, its honour

Constitution and respect its ideals and

and the Constitution. The FD should be

institutions, the National Flag, and the

read as the necessary corollary to FR by

National Anthem. It held that there is no

necessary implication and, FR cannot be

disrespect towards the National Anthem

exercised in violation or utter breach of

if one does not join the singing but stand

the FD. Parts III, IV, and Part IV-A have to

up and shows proper respect. In Ramlila

be harmoniously read and the FD should

Maidan Incident v. Home Secretary and

be emphasized through legislation and

Union of India,26 court observed that

education. In AIIMS Students' Union v.

Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure

AIIMS30 the court held that the FD

Code is an immediate step and a

provide valuable guidance to interpret

preventive measure. The citizens have a

constitutional and legal issues. As per

FD to obey such lawful orders and

the principle of jurisprudence rights and

extend

duties

their

full

cooperation

in

maintaining public order and tranquility.
In State of Gujarat v. Mirzapur Moti

are

correlated

with

certain

exceptions as a person may have a right
but may not have a correlative duty.

Kureshi Kassab Jamat,27 the Supreme

In Rangnath Mishra v. Union of India and

Court said that in testing constitutional

Others,31 a letter requesting the Supreme

validity of statutory provisions or an

Court to issue directions to the State to

executive act, the FD will have a

educate its citizens about FD (as laid

significant role in interpreting the same.

down in the Justice Verma Committee

In M.C. Mehta (2) v. Union of India,28 the

Report and for a right balance between

Supreme Court held that all educational

rights and duties) was treated as a writ

institutes must organize protecting and

petition. In Aruna Roy v. Union of India,32

preserving the natural environment as a

commenting

part of their curriculum to maintain a

validity of the National Curriculum, the

healthy ecology and preserve the natural

Supreme

environment. In N.P. Amruthesh v. State

Curriculum is fulfilling the mandate of

of

Others,29 court

Article 51A(e). In Ashoka Kumar Thakur

observed that rights carry duty and

v. Union of India and Ors,33 court

(2012) 5
(2005) 8
28
(1998) 1
29
1998 (2)

30

26
27

Karnataka

and

SCC 1.
SCC 534.
SCC 471.
KarLJ 716 and (1991) 2 SCC 353.

on

Court

the
held

constitutional
that

National

AIR 2001 SC 3262.
2001 (8) SCALE 474, (2003) 7 SCC 137.
32
(2002) 7 SCC 368
33
(2008) 6 SCC 1.
31
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observed that in times of globalisation,

be

the nations compete and work towards

consequences.

their excellence. Even though FD are not

leniency, they must be punished after a

enforceable by a writ, they are a valuable

fair and expeditious trial.

guide to interpreting the constitutional
and legal issues. Article 51A can serve as

permitted

to

let

go

Without

without
showing

Inferences

a guide to resolve issues and a tool to

Currently, there is a greater emphasis on

tab on State action.

the rights of citizens with almost

In Charu Khurana v. Union of India &Amp

Ors.34 Supreme court observed that “a
common thread runs through Parts III, IV
and IV-A of the Constitution of India. One
Part enumerates the FR, the second
declares the fundamental principles of
governance as DPSP and the third lays
down the FD of the citizens. While
interpreting them it is advisable to
examine their scope and impact on their
constitutional aspect.” In Harshit Singh v.
The State of Madhya Pradesh (28 June
2018),35 Madhya Pradesh High Court
observed that large processions/rallies
are staged in total disregard to the FD
leading to extensive damage to public
and

property,

assaulting

looting

unsuspecting

shops

and

bystanders.

People shrug their responsibility for any
violence during them but they should not
AIR 2015 SC 839.
MCRC No. 18619 of 2018.
36
Article 51A (g) protects and improve the
environment but its severely affected by various
types of pollution; Article 51A (f) value and
preserve the rich heritage of our composite
culture but growing intolerance is apparent in the
form of cow vigilantism, mob lynching.
34
35

negligent stress on the duties. Since
these duties prescribe a moral code of
conduct, their performance does not
present inducements
blatantly

negated.36

and thus

are

Practically,

the

portion devoted to FD doesn’t cover
many important duties of citizens, eg:
duty to cast vote in elections, paying
taxes, maintaining cleanliness, a duty not
to indulge in corruption. Concerning this,
the Lok sabha debates37 stressed upon
including the provisions for FD under the
constitution regarding the right to vote
and pay taxes just like other countries.
Definition of a few terms mentioned in
the FD is difficult to comprehend like:
‘humanism’, ‘noble ideals’, ‘composite
culture’

etc. The

Justice

Varma

Committee (1998) which delved into
planning

FD,

commented

that

Further Discussion on The Motion for
Consideration of the Compulsory Voting Bill,
2009 on the 4th December 2009; Under Article
51 A of the Constitution as “Duty to vote at the
election, actively participate in the democratic
process of governance and to pay taxes should
be included in Article 51A”.
37
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methodology needs to be worked for

rivers,

their

reforesting

operationalization.

It

can

be

conserving

water

wastelands,

resources,
hills

and

achieved by initiating a countrywide

mountains and controlling pollution in

programme for popularizing FD, making

cities, villages and industrial units can

it enforceable, and initiating in-servicing

help save the future generation. There

training.

must be concerted effort and strategy as

The FD can be effectuated through an
effective implementation mechanism and
legislative

effort.

Further,

specific

legislation for the proper implementation
of these FD will go a long way in
achieving the desired effect toward their
implementation.38 Displaying the duties
across spaces, appropriate campaigns,
awareness and sensitization creation
through

various

advocacy

will

programmes
support

and

compliance

towards FD. Sensitization and awareness
hold the key. Young minds need to be
appraised about the importance of these
duties. For this, the school curriculum
must

introduce

a

chapter

on

FD. Identifying every single violation of
FD remains a challenge. Though some
FD has been incorporated in statutes and
legislations

making

their

adherence

mandatory their level of awareness
remains remnant.

mere

governmental

steps

will

not

help. As stated, the ambit of duty needs
to be widened. The nation suffers from,
fissiparous tendencies, communal, caste,
language differences. The FD remains a
source of inspiration and a code of
conduct for the citizens. Despite nonenforceability, they are the guidelines to
be followed by every citizen. Democracy
cannot establish deep roots in society
until the citizens don’t complement FR
with their FD. Thus, the citizens must be
willing to take an

active role in

governance

by

and

assuming

responsibilities for the best interest of
the country.
Conclusion
Thus, rights cannot be divorced from the
duties. Rights and duties are the two
sides of the same coin. A balance needs
to be struck among the FR and FD, facing
degradation. FD is not subjected to much

Regarding the environment, improving

analysis

forest cover, planting new trees, cleaning

jurisprudence on them. The FD is

We have limited laws to effectuate FD for ex:
The Environmental Protection Act, 1986 Emblem
and Names (prevention of improper use)

Act,1950; Prevention of Insult to National
Honour Act, 1971.

38

and

has

insufficient
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neglected, and they have failed to make

been

the desired effect due to their non-

redundant. Making them enforceable and

enforceability

awareness

justiciable will help. People must be

among citizens. To effectuate them,

reminded to keep FD before they seek

pertinent laws on FD are required. They

FR. Till then, most of the FD remains as

must be kept supreme while delivering a

an

judgement. The implementation of FD

constitution that is not practical and is

requires concerted efforts, else the

less significant.

and

poor

incorporated

unaccomplished

will

goal

become

in

the

purpose for which these duties have
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